We describe the phenomenon of generation of an external field of forces from piezoelectric materials subjected to the application of electric fields or mechanical stress. We show that piezoelectric materials are capable of producing nonlocal forces of induction in external objects and we conclude that the nature of the forces generated is not originated from traditional interactions. Further we specifically assert that the generation of forces by the piezoelectric materials is ruled by the hypothesis of preexisting condition of generalized quantum entanglement between the molecular structure of the material bulk and the surrounding environment. In addition, the widely spread coupling of the molecules with the environment can be manifested from the so-called direct effect or the converse effect in piezoelectric materials and this coupling is not intermediated by acoustic waves or electromagnetic fields. We show that the novel effect has a theoretical explanation consistent with the generalized quantum entanglement framework and the direction of the induced forces depends on either the direction of the mechanical force or the electric field applied in these materials.
Introduction
As known, the piezoelectric effect [1] is the capacity of a mechanical stress for some materials like crystals and ceramics to generate and garner electric charges when is applied on them [2] . The phenomenon was discovered by brothers Curie in 1880 and it was named as piezoelectric effect due to the Greek words piezo and piezein which mean push and squeeze (or press), respectively. The piezoe-lectric materials can suffer two effects, that is, they can be subjected to the 1) direct effect, corresponding to the generation of electric charges when stress is applied, and they also exhibit the 2) reverse piezoelectric effect, characterized by the generation of stress when it is applied to an external electric field. Under mechanical stress, the materials suffer unbalance in the positive and negative charges in their bulk, which then results in an external electric field. If the process is reversed, an outer electrical field can both as stretch as compress the piezoelectric material. In present days, such properties of piezoelectric materials are used in many applications [3] involving the production and detection of sound, fabrication of sensors [4] , production of filters and other high-frequency applications [5] , generation of high voltages and electronic frequency, piezoelectric actuators [6] , high voltage actuators in robotic area [7] , ultrasonic motors [8] and many other applications.
We here propose that relevant new applications can be performed considering some emergent properties of such piezoelectric materials. A special use of these materials refers to their polarized molecular structure when subjected to voltage or to (mechanical) contact forces, respectively applied when either the direct effect or the reverse effect takes place. We here report the piezoelectric materials present an unexplored property that refers to the generation of an external field of forces in the environment which is not due to the electric field generated in the direct process [9] . We also assert the main physical agent for that new application is the quantum entanglement between the polarized molecules and the external particles in the environment, some of which are part of macroscopic objects [9] . This weak coupling of the huge set of molecules and the environment can macroscopically be uncovered when the voltage is applied to the piezoelectric material. The coupling between the polarized molecules and all other external particles is performed according to the concept of Generalized Quantum Entanglement (GQE) or GQE formalism, as early described in similar effects already recently analyzed in the literature [10] - [15] .
When a voltage or a mechanical force is applied to piezoelectric materials such as either a quartz crystal or a PZT ceramic, an amount of momentum is transferred from the polarized molecules to the external particles. The momentum direction depends on the direction of the electric field or the mechanical force applied. This particular attribute of a piezoelectric material allows a considerable induction of force in other external objects, although the effect is not visually detectable due to the weakness of the forces generated. External objects can suffer the induction of forces by the piezoelectric materials independent of their constitution. The induction can affect all kinds of objects or particles and this is not performed for example by acoustic waves or electromagnetic fields (electromagnetic interactions can only affect electrical charged particles). Such an induction is related to the wide quantum coupling among the particles predicted by the Generalized Quantum Entanglement (GQE) framework. Such an anomalous effect has a similar counterpart in the case of capacitors under high vol-Journal of Power and Energy Engineering tage [10] [11] [12] . Such an anomaly verified in other physical systems also has no traditional explanation and the GQE framework can also explain it, as reported in the literature [10] [11] [12] . Equivalent effects explainable by this theory are Biefeld-Brown effect [16] [17] in symmetrical capacitors [10] [11] and in asymmetrical capacitors [12] , anomalous forces produced by magnetic cores [13] , induced forces at distance by semiconductor laser diodes [14] and anomalous forces generated by superconductors [15] . In the latter case, it has been reported in some works that superconductor materials operating under high external fields and or rotation produce motion in external objects as, for instance, in a simple pendulum [18] [19] [20] . Such a rotating case has also been analyzed in the context of GQE in our more recent work [21] .
As here reported, the intensity of the induction depends directly on the intensity of the homogeneous electric field (voltage) or the mechanical force applied.
Other dependence is related to the piezoelectric parameters of the materials microscopically defined by the internal quantity of polarized molecules and their collective geometry. The divergence of the induction of forces is determined by parameters such as the shape of the bulk of the piezoelectric material, the homogeneity of the internal polarized molecular density and the homogeneity of the electric field or mechanical force applied. Considering such points, the induction may affect external objects placed in high distances from the position of the piezoelectric material bulk. In other words, the space geometry of the induction can be focused or not, but this can be adjusted accordingly.
In summary, the present work has as main objectives 1) to report that some experiments indicate the presence of anomalous nonlocal forces generated by piezoelectric materials and 2) to present the description of the phenomenon by classical microscopic quantities, based on the concept of Generalized Quantum Entanglement.
In the next section, we describe the experimental procedure and the device set in order to detect such anomalous forces generated by the piezoelectric materials under operation. In the following, we describe our theoretical framework and present our results. Hence, we compare our theoretical results with the experimental values obtained in our experiments. At last, we describe our main conclusions.
Description of the Exponential Procedure

Introduction
As commented in the last section, it is well known that piezoelectric materials find wide use through their main property named "converse effect" to convert electrical energy to mechanical energy where the application of an electrical field creates deformation in the crystal and mechanical force. The other main property named "direct effect" is related to the conversion from mechanical energy to electrical energy, where the application of a mechanical force produces voltage. Surprisingly, these materials can be used as inductors of external force and such an induction is not intermediated by acoustic waves or electromagnetic fields, but is caused by collective displacement of the internal polarized molecules when either direct or converse effects takes place. In fact, the mutual coupling with the external environment induces the generation of anomalous forces.
Here the innovative feature is that there is a coupling between these polarized molecules and the external environment via widely existing quantum entanglements. Properly adjusting some parameters such as the intensity of the electric field or mechanical force applied in the material and also the properties of the material, it is possible to control the force induced in the external targets placed in any medium.
With basis on such a principle we constructed a device or invention which can be explained in more detail in the figures described next. The experimental procedure to detect the anomalous forces induced by the piezoelectric body and characterize the device is reported from now on. It is relevant to say that the figures next are purely diagrammatic and not drawn to scale.
In Figure 1 , it is diagrammatically drawn a geometrical projection of the force induction that emerges from the piezoelectric cylinder making a vertical attraction in the external targets when it is reversely polarized by the battery such as shown in Figure 1 (b) and making a vertical repulsion in the external targets when this same cylinder is directly polarized by the battery such as shown in Figure 1 (c). Negligible induction is observed when it is not applied a voltage in the piezoelectric cylinder, such as shown in Figure 1 (a). As seen in the scheme drawn in Figure 1 (b) the geometrical projection of the force induction Figure 1 . Diagrammatic scheme of a cylindrical piezoelectric material mounted in order to study the anomalous effect in the reverse case. In the left, in (a) we have the cylinder without the application of voltage, in which no significant forces appear in the medium. In the middle (b), a vertical attraction appears in the external targets when it is reversely polarized by the battery. In the last one, at the right we see in (c) that a vertical repulsion in the external targets appears when this same cylinder is directly polarized by the battery. In the scheme, the meaning of the numbers is: 100-piezoelectric body; 102-battery; 104-outer particles; 106-projected area. (Figure 1(c) ), a vertical repulsion diagrammatically shown by arrows in the external targets takes place. The shape of the piezoelectric cylinder is extended in the vertical direction. In this condition, the external particles placed through the projection of the force induction of the cylinder follows the reorientation of the internal polarized molecules in the outer direction from the circular faces considering the coupling via generalized quantum entanglements. The projection of the force induction when the piezoelectric cylinder is polarized (reversely or directly) can be collimated without attenuation with the distance apart of the cylinder area depending on the geometry of the cylinder, the uniformity of the density of internal molecules and the parallelism of the electric field lines applied.
In Figure 2 , we see a diagram to represent the direct effect in a piezoelectric Figure 2 . Schematic diagram of the experimental procedure for the direct case by considering a cylindrical piezoelectric body. In (a) (to the left), we see that there is no effect without the application of any mechanical force. In the (b), we have a compression tension (white arrows), which induces the external forces (black arrows) in direction to the cylinder. In the last case, in (c) (to the right), we see the opposite action, that is, a traction force is performed on the cylinder (white arrows) generating repulsive forces (black arrows). In the scheme, the numbers indicated mean: 200-piezoelectric body; 202-compression or traction forces; 204-external particles; 206-projected area. Journal of Power and Energy Engineering body. As before, a very weak and negligible induction (which can be associated to noises or interferences on the measurement devices) is observed if it is not applied a mechanical force in the piezoelectric cylinder, such as shown in Figure   2 (a). In Figure 2 (b), it is showing a geometrical projection of the force induction that emerges from the piezoelectric cylinder making a vertical attraction in the external targets when it is mechanically compressed and at right making a vertical repulsion in the external targets when this same cylinder is extended mechanically, such as shown in Figure 2 (c). In that figure, the scheme of the geometrical projection of the force induction that emerges from the piezoelectric cylinder is drawn with the indication of a vertical attraction in the external targets when it is mechanically compressed (Figure 2(b) ). In this condition, the piezoelectric cylinder is compressed by a contact force that acts at the point of contact with other object. In fact, objects do not actually touch each other; rather contact forces are the result of the electrical interactions of the electrons at or near the surfaces of the objects. These interactions propagate molecule by molecule from both surfaces to the core of the cylinder. In this way, the internal molecules of the cylinder are reoriented into its structure following the direction of the contact force. These molecules are coupled with other external particles in the environment via generalized quantum entanglements. Considering this attribute, the external particles placed through the projection of the circular area of the cylinder undergo an attraction diagrammatically shown by arrows following the reorientation of the internal polarized molecules. When the piezoelectric cylinder is mechanically extended, such as shown in Figure 2 (c), a vertical repulsion diagrammatically shown by black arrows in the external targets takes place. In this condition, the piezoelectric cylinder is extended by a contact force that acts at the point of contact with other object. As mentioned before, objects do not actually touch each other; rather contact forces are the result of the electrical interactions of the electrons at or near the surfaces of the objects.
These interactions propagate molecule by molecule from both surfaces to the core of the cylinder. The internal molecules of the cylinder are reoriented in the outer direction from the circular faces of the piezoelectric cylinder. The external particles placed through the projection of the circular area of the cylinder are repulsed considering its coupling with the cylinder molecules via generalized quantum mechanics according to the direction of the contact force. The projection of the force induction when the piezoelectric cylinder is mechanically compressed (or extended) can be collimated without attenuation with the distance apart of the cylinder area depending on the geometry of the cylinder, the uniformity of the density of internal molecules and the alignment of the acoustic shock waves propagating into the piezoelectric material.
In Figure 3 , we show the curve of the mechanical admittance or mobility M according to the frequency F in the vibration mode of the piezoelectric material.
The intensity of the force induced by the piezoelectric body follows directly this curve of mechanical admittance and the point of higher intensity is placed in the E. B. Porcelli, V. S. Filho The piezoelectric materials have a characteristic behavior when subject to variable forces in the time. In case of converse effect where the application of a variable electrical field in the time creates mechanical deformation also variable in the piezoelectric material, the conversion rate from the electrical to the mechanical energy follows graphically a curve of mechanical admittance or mobility M (Figure 3 ). The analogue behavior can be found in case of direct effect where the conversion rate from the mechanical energy to the electrical energy when a mechanically variable contact force in time is applied. The peak of the curve of mechanical admittance (or mobility M) can be graphically found for some frequency named F r (resonance frequency). For this value of frequency, the maximum energy conversion rate can be found accordingly.
In Figure 4 , it is shown the diagram in which a specific use of our device shows the direct effect for a piezoelectric ceramic disc PZT4. The application of the mechanical contact force variable in time perpendicular to the flat surfaces creates an induction force at the same direction. The direction of the induction force is shown in the area A emerging from the piezoelectric disc.
The projection of the forces is crossing an acoustic and electromagnetic barrier (shown as the wall in Figure 4 ). The barrier can block any acoustic or electromagnetic signal or at least reduce its intensity in order to be undetectable. The physical property of the projection of induction of force allows it can cross any barrier and, considering this, the accelerometer on a side of the barrier in the figure opposite to the piezoelectric disc is crossed by the induction force, so that it can detect its intensity accordingly. The induction force detected is variable in the time. The loudspeaker indicated in Figure 4 , with 4 Ohm of electrical impedance, makes a necessary mechanical vibration of the piezoelectric disc where it is coupled. The loudspeaker is electrically connected via two wires in an Figure 4 . A scheme of the device which produces induced forces in the close environment from the operation of the piezoelectric body. In the diagram shown, we can identify the following components: 22-piezoelectric disc; 10-induction force; 12-barrier wall; 14-accelerometer; 24-two wires of connection; 18-audio amplifier; 16-audio signal generator, 20-loudspeaker.
audio amplifier. The audio signal generator of sinusoidal wave produces the electric signal to be amplified by the power amplifier.
The setup shown in Figure 4 can be used for metrology considering the actual difficulties to mark two or more points that need to be geometrically linked by a straight line in the huge and massive structures where it cannot be crossed easily by light laser beam, other electromagnetic signals or acoustic waves. Currently the methodology for this procedure is expensive, inaccurate and time consuming, considering that many external sensors are used around the structure where the measurements are made indirectly.
In Figure 5 , we also show a diagram in which a specific use of such an inductor device is related to the direct effect for a piezoelectric ceramic disc PZT4. The projection of the induction forces showed in Figure 5 is emerging from a piezoelectric disc and crossing an acoustic and electromagnetic barrier, that is, the wall indicated in Figure 5 . The physical property of the projection of induction forces allows it can cross any barrier and, considering this, the accelerometer indicated in figure that is crossed by the induction can detect its intensity accordingly. The high voltage power supply provides a DC voltage via the wires drawn in Figure 5 for both circular faces of the piezoelectric ceramic disc PZT4 with 5 cm diameter and 2.5 mm thickness. The two twin switches seen in Figure  5 can be adjusted accordingly to polarize the piezoelectric ceramic disc. In the red position, the switch connects the positive pole of the power supply in the positive face of the piezoelectric ceramic disc and it connects at the same time the negative pole of the power supply in the negative face of the piezoelectric ceramic disc. The shape of the disc is expanded and it projects a repulsive force induction. In the blue position, the switch connects the positive pole of the power Figure 5 . A scheme of the device invented in order to induce forces in the close environment by using the direct property of the piezoelectric materials. The numbers indicated in the scheme above represent: 36-a piezoelectric disc; 42-induction force; 38-barrier wall; 40-accelerometer; 30-power supply; 32-connection wires; 34-twin switches.
supply in the negative face of the ceramic disc and it connects at the same time the negative pole of the power supply in the positive face of the piezoelectric ceramic disc. In this condition, the shape of the disc is compressed and it projects an impulsive force induction.
As early reported from Figure 4 , the setup shown in Figure 5 can be also used for metrology considering the actual difficulties to mark two or more points that need to be geometrically linked by a straight line in the huge and massive structures where it cannot be crossed easily by acoustic or electromagnetic waves (so called local interactions). Currently the methodology for this procedure is made considering that many external sensors are used around the structure where the measurements are indirectly made.
Description of the Converse Mode Experiment
In the following, we describe the instruments used in the experimental work, the real experimental setup conceived in order to measure the effect and the experimental procedure adopted to avoid possible interferences and noises and implement an effective technique of measurement of the anomalous forces early described.
The list of the main devices used in both experiments (PZT4 disc converse and direct mode) comprises: 1) Non Brand PC computer running a tone generator software (96 KHz maximum) to generate an audio signal to its RCA output;
2) Active Subwoofer system manufactured by Clone model 11,137, frequency range from 150 Hz to 18 KHz, Power 8W RMS, input AV voltage 127 or 220 VAC (device used like audio amplifier to excite the 4 Ohms loudspeaker according to the signal received from the PC computer via RCA input);
3) 4 Ohm Loudspeaker-frequency range from 150 Hz to 18 KHz; 4) PZT4 disc provided by ATCP do Brasil, 5 cm diameter, 2.5 mm thickness, In Figure 6 , it is shown a diagram of the experimental setup where the measurements of the converse mode for the PZT4 disc take place. The base of the cone (diaphragm) of the loudspeaker supports the PZT4 disc where they are both mechanically coupled with their symmetry axes aligned each other according to the vertical direction. The acoustic and electrostatic insulation box made by Styrofoam covered by a thin aluminum foil encloses all this mentioned setup.
KHz resonance frequency; Journal of Power and Energy Engineering
An acoustic vibration of the PZT4 on vertical direction occurs when an amplified sinusoidal signal is supplied to the loudspeaker via audio amplifier. The audio amplifier receives the signal from the computer running a special software where the frequency, wave shape and amplitude can be adjusted accordingly. It was generated an audio signal with three frequencies: 500 Hz, 5000 Hz and 10,000 Hz.
The accelerometer is placed apart in other different support (shelf made by glass) than PZT4 disc (both supports are not coupled mechanically in order to avoid vibration and noise exchanging) and enclosed in the acoustic and electrostatic insulation box also made by Styrofoam covered by a thin aluminum foil. All electrostatic shields (aluminum foils) are connected to the ground of the laboratory. The "z" axis sensor of the accelerometer is aligned according to the The analysis of the accelerometer measurements was made in two periods of time after it is switched on; the first one was from 1th to 30th second and the following one was from 31th to 60th second. The audio signal was turned on between 30 and 60 seconds after switched on the accelerometer. Because of such a procedure, the first step of the analysis of accelerometer measurements was made when the audio signal was switched off and the second step was made when the audio signal was switched on. The difference between two periods ("on" and "off") of average measurements indicated a variation of the gravity acceleration. The accelerometer was configured to provide high resolution sampling, measuring 320 samples per second.
Description of the Direct Mode Experiment
In this case, the procedure is very similar to the latter described in the last section.
In Figure 7 , it is shown a diagram of the experiment where the measurements of the direct mode for the PZT4 disc take place. The acoustic and electrostatic The analysis of the accelerometer measurements was made in two time periods after it is switched on; the first one was from 1th to 30th second and the following one was from 31th to 60th second. The 1000 VDC high voltage was turned on between 30 and 60 seconds after switched on the accelerometer. Because of such a procedure, the first step of the analysis of the accelerometer measurements was made when the 1000 VDC high voltage was switched off and the second step was made when the voltage was switched on. As in the converse case, the difference between two periods ("on" and "off") of average measurements indicated a gravity acceleration variation. The accelerometer was configured to provide high resolution sampling, measuring 320 samples per second.
In case of experiments with PZT4 disc in converse and direct mode, all shields (boxes and shelves) were implemented in order to reduce or even eliminate the possibility to the induced force be related to any acoustic or electrostatic (electromagnetic) cause, that is, so called local interactions. We added more flat barriers like wood and glass plates between the emitter (PZT4 disc) and receptor These results encouraged the patent application of the device [9] .
Theoretical Explanation and Calculation of the Magnitude of Nonlocal Induced Forces
The magnitude of the nonlocal force induction in external objects or particles generated by the piezoelectric material in converse or direct mode depends on the intensity of the electric field applied for its inner collective molecular reorientation. However, a binding electrical intermolecular (and interatomic) interaction can act against that reorientation. In this way, the magnitude of the nonlocal force induction depends directly on the compression or distention (external mechanical force applied) of the piezoelectric material such as a cylinder or disc in its axis direction in case of converse mode. The dependence relates to the external voltage applied in the piezoelectric material in the case of the direct mode. The magnitude of the nonlocal force induction depends inversely on a macroscopic parameter of elasticity of the material named "Young Modulus" for converse and direct mode. A piezoelectric parameter [22] g 33 for PZT ceramics (the most usual piezoelectric material in the market: Lead Zirconate Titanate)
indicates the relationship between three quantities: V, F ext and T. Here V is the voltage externally applied for direct mode or internally generated in case of converse mode, F ext is the mechanical force externally applied for converse mode or internally generated in case of direct mode and T is the thickness of axis length of the cylinder or disc.
The following formula represents this mentioned relationship:
Considering the previous knowledge about the voltage V applied or generated and about some parameters of PZT ceramic such as g 33 and T, it is possible to calculate the magnitude of mechanical force applied or generated using the relationship mentioned before:
The strain S can be calculated considering the formula
where S is the strain in the piezoelectric cylinder; F ext is the mechanical force as mentioned before and A is the circular area of the cylinder. A parameter named "deformation" has not dimensionality in terms of any physical quantity and it measures the rate of physical deformation of the piezoelectric material when a voltage (direct mode) or mechanical force (converse mode) is applied on it. This parameter D can be calculated by the following formula:
where S is the strain in the piezoelectric material As before, this value of acceleration a is also according to the average value of Journal of Power and Energy Engineering the measurements made by the accelerometer, considering also a 20% standard deviation. The magnitude of the nonlocal force induction is also weak but enough to be detected by an accelerometer. As already mentioned, such a setup is preliminary but the parameters, features and new materials can be improved in order to generate a strong induction force in the external objects for general purposes. The best materials for direct mode need to have a small value for g 33 parameter and a high value in terms of electrical insulation in order to support a high voltage application. From such an invention [9] , we got a method for using piezoelectric materials or devices as inductors of force in other external objects comprising generalized quantum coupling between its internal polarized molecules and external particles or objects placed in the beam environment.
Conclusions
It is well known that the piezoelectric materials in converse mode can emit acoustic waves or electromagnetic radiation in case of direct mode so that a force can be transferred at distance to outer bodies. Up to now, all present devices or procedures usually use these mentioned properties. This work shows that a new application of piezoelectric materials in both converse and direct mode occurs:
the induction of force at distance is also transferred to outer bodies considering the physical property such as the preexisting condition of generalized quantum entanglement between all involved parts of the system, that is, emitters (piezoelectric materials) and sensor receivers. This new application can be used on remote sensing, that is, acquisition of information about an object or phenomenon without making physical contact with the object. That is in contrast to on-site observation or metrology (science of measurement) using a piezoelectric material (e.g. PZT4 ceramic) as signal emitter and the sensor (e.g. accelerometer) as receiver. A trivial application is to mark two points into a solid structure (huge or small) in order to build a tunnel or hole. Remote sensing or metrology can be also performed via acoustic waves (e.g. ultrasonic microwaves) or electromagnetic radiation (e.g. radio signal) generated by piezoelectric materials but there are some disadvantage situations in comparison than using the induction of force at distance via quantum entanglements. The main disadvantage is related to the attenuation or even insulation of acoustic or electromagnetic signals depending on the propagation medium considering that this effect is absent for quantum entanglements. It is remarkable that the effect of the preexisting condition of generalized quantum entanglements is extremely weak, but during the period of converse mode or the direct mode, a myriad of internal molecular electric dipoles transfers their collective momentum variation (still weak but at least better measurable during this transitory state) to outer bodies like sensors.
In summary, we report in this work, experimental evidences of the existence of nonlocal forces generated by piezoelectric materials so in direct as in converse mode. Besides, we show that a classical calculation based on macroscopic observables of the piezoelectric ceramic is successful and consistent as explanation for E. B. Porcelli, V. S. Filho the phenomenon, reinforcing the hypothesis of GQE. The characterization of this mentioned property was performed in laboratory accordingly and the magnitude of the induction of nonlocal forces can be calculated only using the known parameters of the piezoelectric materials. It is also relevant to consider that the effect here described can be enhanced by different types of piezoelectric materials. For instance, techniques in the fabrication have been described as successful in the increasing of the magnitude of the piezoelectric coefficients. The influence of crystal symmetry, macro-symmetry, and interphase connectivity has been used to explore piezoelectric composites that have been prepared with higher piezoelectric coefficients. Further, some materials have been developed by mixing volatilized plastic spheres and PZT powder that give excellent piezoelectric voltage coefficients. Large voltage coefficients were also obtained from piezoelectric composites. So, we can conclude that there is a wide margin for research in the field so that we can produce devices with more significant and intense forces generated.
